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Best chocolate mud cake recipe for fondant

Mud Cake, a decadent chocolate gift from Australia, for some reason always gives me the world of trouble! (I can't tell you how many Mud Cakes I have flop.) Even when they turned out, the chocolate flavor in the mega that I was looking for wasn't there. Here I finally come to terms with my cake nemesis and the result will knock your socks off. Let me explain
why Mud Cake gave me a hard time and let you in on the improvements that finally brought about our peace treaty. Problem #1: Lack of internal structure. Mud Cake is basically like a brownie with a lot of water added. There is a high concentration of butter, chocolate and sugar (all weakening of the structure) along with plenty of water or coffee (structure
diluent) and very little flour (structure builder). The flour profile often contains a mixture of all-purpose flour and rises on its own. The rising flour itself contains less protein and further reduces the structural integrity of the cake. The result is a dense moist cake with a slight increase. While that may sound interesting, it can easily go wrong. I have separated my
Mud Cakes into strange layers that cannot be tossed or collapsed from the pan in a disjointed mess. The #2: Lack of taste. While Mud Cake always shows me some promise. (Or just really tick me off and challenge my baking skills). I know it takes a taste boost. Mud Cakes often boast large amounts of semisweet or dark chocolate but this cake needs
something stronger if it's going to really meet my chocolate standards. So I ended up going head to head with my rivals. Solution. Convert to all the versatile flour and increase the volume by 1/2 cup. It strengthens proteins and starch to improve structure. Add baking soda to neutralize acid-damaging structures in the form of coffee, chocolate and cocoa
powder. Change the mixing method. Forget to stir gently alongside the ingredients and dry liquid; mix together in a mixer and beat for a good minute and a half to develop protein structure. Lose the wimpy semisweet chocolate and use at least 72% cocoa dark chocolate for a deep and complex flavor. Increase the cocoa powder from 1/4 to 1/2 cup for a rich
dark flavor. Add 1 tablespoon of vanilla to balance and complement the flavor. Result. This cake is packed with chocolate-yness. It's intense and nuanced from the combination of dark chocolate and lots of rich cocoa. Be prepared with a tall, cold glass of milk when you sit down with a piece of this cake. The cake also retains the delicious fudgy texture of the
Mud Cake but is less dense and has a much larger structure than its counterpart. (I changed this cake without sticking or tearing.) So, goodbye to my arch-enemy and hello to the dark and handsome tall. This may no longer be Mud Cake Australian but I think this American Mud Cake is better than ever. To compliment the intensity of this cake, I froze it in dark
Sour Cream Chocolate frosting. This ice is not too sweet and beautifully balanced with the taste in the Cake. Try this chocolate power plant and tell me what you think! American Mud Cake with Sour Cream Chocolate Frosting Ingredients1 cup unsalted butter (2 stems, or 8 ounces, or 227 grams) each halved 7 ounces (198 grams) 72% cocoa or more dark
chocolate, chopped or roughly broken (I used Ghiradelli Twilight Delight) 2 cups (14 ounces, or 397 grams) granulated sugar 1/2 cup (2 ounces, or 57 grams) Dutch cocoa processed powder (I recommend Cacao Barry Extra Brute or Pernigotti) 1 1/4 cup (300 ml) strong hot coffee or hot water plus 1 tablespoon espresso powder 1 tablespoon (15 ml) vanilla
extract 3 large eggs 2 cups (10 ounces, or 284 grams) whole-purpose flour 1 teaspoon (5 grams) baking powder 1 1/2 teaspoons (9 grams) baking soda (sodium bicarbonate) 1/2 teaspoon (4 grams) salt For Chocolate Frosting Sour Cream 1/2 cup (4 1/2 ounces , or 128 grams of heavy) sour cream 1/2 cup (3 1/2 ounces , or 100 grams) granulated sugar 1/2
cup (5 1/4 ounces weight, or 150 grams) corn syrup 1 tablespoon (15 ml) vanilla extract 1 1/2 cups (12 ounces, or 3 sticks, or 340 grams) unsalted butter, soften 1 cup (3 1/2 ounces, or 100 grams) of Dutch cocoa powder 4 cups (16 ounces, or 454 grams) of oven instruction powder powder to 350 F. Spray two 8-inch round cake pans* with Baker's Joy or
grease and flour. In a microwave safe container 8 cups, melt the butter and chocolate. Heat the butter and chocolate for 1 minute followed by an interval of 30 seconds, beating until completely melted. Beat in the sugar and then cocoa powder until fully incorporated. Slowly add the hot coffee in 3 shake increases until smooth. Add the vanilla and then the
eggs one by one. In the bowl of a mixer, combine the flour, baking powder, baking soda and salt and mix with a wire beater penge until combined, about 30 seconds. With a mixer at low speed, gradually pour in the chocolate mixture. Once everything is added, shake at medium-high speed for 1 minute. Scratch the bottom of the bowl and beat for 30 more
seconds until smooth. Pour into a cake pan and bake for 35-40 minutes or until the cake tester has just come out clean. Leave to cool in the pan for 10 minutes and then turn to a cooling rack to cool completely or wrap in plastic wrap until needed. Frost and fill with Sour Cream Chocolate Frosting or ice and other stuffing. Enjoy! * It makes 2 thick layers that
can be copied but can also be baked in a 3 8 inch frying pan. Combine sour cream, granulated sugar, and corn syrup in a microwave safe bowl and heat high power for 30 seconds to help dissolve the sugar. Stir in the vanilla. Set aside In the bowl of a mixer beat the butter with the paddle attachment until creamy. Combine in cocoa powder at low speed until
smooth and creamy. With a low mixer gradually in a mixture of sour cream; shake for 30 seconds to join. Add the powdered sugar and mix at low speed until smooth and mixed. Note: beat the mixture at higher speeds by producing lighter and smoother frosting. Use to freeze and fill an American Mud Cake or cake or cupcake Kel is a chef with more than 20
years of experience in the Kitchen. His articles often focus on cooking and baking. This mud cake is perfect for the whole family! Toa HeftibaI has been a pastry chef and decorator for almost 20 years. I really love food, especially sweets, and I want to share with you what I think is the best mud cake recipe ever. I have won several awards with this recipe,
and the best is very easy to make. And there will come to be a truth that will be put before it. One piece is never enough. Chocolate Mud Cake Ingredients and InstructionsIngredients350 grams of dark chocolate pieces 225 grams butter 600 ml water 3 eggs 400 grams castor sugar 400 grams self raising flour InstructionGrease and round cake tin line 23cm /
9. Preheat the oven to 170C/325F. In a saucepan over low heat, heat the chocolate, butter and water. Stir frequently until melted and smooth. Remove from heat and chill slightly. In a large bowl, beat the eggs lightly. Gradually beat the cold chocolate mixture into the eggs. Beat the sugar and flour into the chocolate mixture, continuing beating until smooth
and well mixed. Pour the mixture into the cake tin. Bake for 45 minutes or until a skewer inserted into the middle of the cake comes out clean. Turn the cake onto a wire rack to cool. Please note: This mixture is quite juicy, use a solid cake tin instead of a spring tin. Tip: Line the tin with baking paper, this will make the cake easier to remove from the tin, not
sticking to the side. Truffle Mixture120 grams of dark chocolate pieces100 grams of butter300 grams of sifted icing sugar4 tbsp double or whipping creamIn a bowl over a pan of boiling water melt the chocolate, stirring frequently. Chill a little, then stir in the icing sugar, butter and cream until well mixed. Chocolate Glaze225 grams pieces of dark chocolate165
ml double or whipping creamIn a saucepan over low heat, heat the chocolate and cream, stirring frequently until melted and smooth. Keep warm. Assemble the cooled mud cake CakeCut into layers. Spread the truffle mixture between layers with a palette knife. Order some mixture to finish rounding the edges of the cake. Position the cake on a wire cake
rack and pour a warm glaze over it. With a palette knife to spread the glaze to cover the top and sides evenly. Put the remaining truffle mixture in a piping bag with the star nozzle. Decorative border pipes around the edges of the cake. These Cake Tips are firm enough to cover with fondant rolls if used as a wedding cake or special occasion. To appreciate the
full and rich taste that this cake offers is best eaten at room temperature. This cake is suitable for brushing. Enjoy! Here Are Some Other Alternatives Using The Same RecipeWhite Chocolate Mud CakeReplace dark chocolate with white chocolate. Orange CakeCan be made using white or black chocolate. Replace the water with freshly squeezed orange
juice. Hazelnut Mud CakeOmit 50-100 grams of flour and replace it with ground hazelnuts (depending on how crazy you like your cake). Add also in 1/2 cup chopped chopped Lemon Poppy Seed Mud CakeReplace dark chocolate with white chocolate. Use 400 ml of water and 200 ml of fresh lemon juice. Add a few drops of lemon essence and 1/4 cup of
poppy seeds. You can add some grated lemon zest if you like a little extra tang. Caramel Mud CakeReplace dark chocolate with white chocolate. Replace castor sugar with brown sugar. Commentskarin on July 02, 2020:Hi, I made this using your USA food, how should I convert to Australia, please. Very YummyAng on May 13, 2018:This is indeed a very
easy and fast recipe... Minimal fuss, fantastic result. Mudcake is dense, moist, and correct. However. I will no longer follow American recipes. Your collective sweet tooth knows no bounds. It's sickening because it's sweet. Bordering on disgusting, unfortunately. If any of you out there are overweight I think you seriously need to consider what seems to be a
sugar/sugar addiction. I do half a quantity of ice (chocolate frosting.... still too much), and the ice comes out as a one-layer cake. I love my mud or chocolate cake being the most, dense, made with natural hard fat rather than oil, and being bitter rather than saccharine sweet. Sorry, but to taste, these shoes are zero despite the decent materials. Helen on 01
March 2017:I just wanted to let you know that I'm making this cake now &amp; it's AMAZING! Thank you so much for sharing the recipe! Harish on October 17, 2016:I Love cake and this recipe is very easy and useful ........... I'm going to make a cake for sure. Cheree Fenemor on November 22, 2014:Hi there, I want to make this cake 4-5 days before eating it
because I need ice and then it will take 2 days to ship. Is this okay? thank you heapsCatherine on August 09, 2014:Making your cake twice in one day, both turned out great!! Had some very nice comments about it as well. I've just changed the glaze to more thicker ganache adding less cream and less butter, if not everything as you put it in your recipe. The
amount is where the place is but my cake has taken over an hour to cook. Thank you so much for sharing! It's going to work again!! Mark Stein on August 6, 2014:All I have to say is Mississippi Mud Cake - Google it! on July 21, 2014:Hi, I want to make this mud cake in a 12-inch square tin, whether the tou will have the amount of ingredients that joansaputra
can respect on July 13, 2014:Recipe blog on April 06, 2014:This is the best mud cake recipe I've ever used for all my chocolate cakes decorated nowKathleen on March 18, 2014:Can this recipe be used for layers of Alvin Tay Kong Wei from Singapore on February 23 one mud cake recipe too. Based on Singapore style. Give some comments:)Hol on
January 29, 2014:How long before you can make this cake and whether it is ideal to use for pork in mud and cream wot/icing wud that I use in the middle and side for kitkat a and top for pigs pleaseJoseph Kaiser from Daytona Beach, Florida on December 16, 2013:Thank you share a delicious mud cake recipe! Did you know about a good rum cake recipe?
on November 01, 2013:This cake is devine!! Nicole on October 30, 2013:I make this cake and everyone really likes it... now go in my recipe collection and I hope to try the variations in the future :)Debbie on October 16, 2013:Hi our daughter is getting married and the woman who made her cake will be gone. She has fruitcake &amp;amp; Two mud cakes.
Cake with the age of about 10 days at the time of the wedding. Can the cake stay fresh all this time. We live in a small town so there aren't many contrived cakes. Rhonda on August 16, 2013:I i am currently baking a caramelized version as an experimental cake for the Wedding in Melbourne in September i am in Sydney.... If I make a cake and freeze it...
How long do they take to melt... (8-inch center level) I have to have an iced cake and decorated by Wednesday to take to Melbourne (Ice in Satin Ice fondant) the top level is a fruit cake ^(6 inches) and mud chocolate level down I have a favorite recipe for this one wise I will try your choc version. I will be encouraged to bake and Ice 2 mud cakes in 2 days
then I am thinking of freezing one layer... and you say freeze well..... Your answer would be greatly appreciated... thaks to share.. Annette on July 29, 2013:Is it best to put the cake in the fridge if making it a day early or leaving itThansDulcie on March 21, 2013:I Wanted to make this cake for a friend's wedding but she is coeliac and I need a gluten-free
version. She also wants a white chocolate cake. I think white chocolate can be substituted for dark but does it change other ingredients? Can anyone help.michele on March 16, 2013:i made it and it came out perfect.water is what it takes to make it moist but i also add oil to it.dont blame the recipe for the failure you have, blame the cook.with the recipe in your
hand, so silly to blame the poster, ridiculous really.some people can not cook,I am a chef but it will still work.imoGiovanna on February 17, 2013:I have been following your recipe for 3 years and every time the cake turns out to be absolutely perfect and wheezing the mouth. Some people told me it was the best choc cake they've ever had and asked me to
bake it for their birthday. Just to say thank you! :)Jaimee on January 21, 2013:Mudcake is fantastic! Hands down the best mud cake I've made!!! thank :):)Ania on January 12th, 2013:Hi:) Just wondering if you have a conversion table for round and square cans? I never did it right. Your help is greatly appreciated :)Best Regards, AniaPS what textures are
Have a mud cake? Specifically, caramel mud cakes? Does it come out high? Do I have to bake some cookies to get a good height on my cake? Madeline on December 11, 2012:Made this cake for a wedding a month ago.... is a big hit! It feels beautiful, is a great density for to and easy to cover in fondant. I used the truffle mixture to smooth it like buttercream
under the fondant, it worked the treat! Will use the recipe again for my son's birthday cake, can't wait!C. on November 15, 2012:This cake is amazing SOOO!!! I tried it twice, once as a cake and once as a cupcake (using the truffle mixture as a topping).. IT'S SO GOOD!!! will definitely make it again and againMia on October 21, 2012:Hello, I just wanted to let
you know that your cake doesn't work for me! But it feels amazing! I mean absolutely amazing! I now make it as a pudding because it is sticky in the middle with a crisp crust! :) I am so happy because all my friends adore it (choose the gooest parts)! I think my cake tin should be too small or something – but I like it this way! I've added it to my food blog –
funny ha! thx xoxLison on October 03, 2012:Hello ;-)I was looking for a caramel mud recipe and it brought me to this page! The picture plus the list of ingredients and the originality of the truffle layer made me choose this recipe among others. But the caramel version didn't change so well :-( It was cooked perfectly, looked great but the taste was very
disappointing. I think the measurement of ingredients should differ from one flavor to another.. On the other hand the truffle mixture is delicious. The caramel glaze was also delicious but I changed a few things: I put half the white choc and half the caramel 'choc' and reduced the 300g of icing sugar to 250g as it seemed to be a lot). I have no doubt choc
mudcake is delicious... I just don't want you to be disappointed with the mudckae caramel recipe. Renee on September 06, 2012:I just baked the standard version, and out of the PURRRRFECT oven! And just as delicious as it tastes! I'll put a layer of strawberries with truffles for extra comfort! Thank you for sharing your recipe!! unhappy cake cook on August
31, 2012:this is a crap recipe and should be removedRob on August 28, 2012:Disaster. After 45 minutes the mixture is still liquid. I have gone beyond my recipes and methods and can't see any deviations. After cooking for an additional 30 minutes the top is quite burnt and the center is basically raw cookie dough. I realised it was a mud cake and it was
supposed to be moist, but it didn't taste ripe. I used a version of orange juice. I had to do something wrong, given the success of others. I just don't know what it is. Kylee on August 26, 2012:I made this for my son's 6th birthday and it was a great success with the kids and mom and dad at the party. The truffle mix was well worth the extra effort - I got so many
positive comments, appreciative and a few kids back to a lovely second. Will be using this recipe as my staple birthday cake recipe from now on. Can't wait to try Caramel. Thank to share. Sally on August 24, 2012:Very wowCindy on August 20, 2012:Made this wonderful cake today (using an orange variation). It's moist, chocolaty chocolaty easy to make! I
make celebratory cakes as a hobby and have been looking for a good dark Choc mud recipe for a while. This one has half the amount of chocolate than the recipe I usually use and tastes just as good (which means the cost of the cake is substantially reduced!) It takes almost twice as much time to cook. I also added some orange peel to give it a little more
zing. I will definitely use this recipe again. Everyone loves it! Thank you for sharing! Tania on August 19, 2012:Highly Recommended -I have had a favorite chocolate cake recipe for my family's birthday cake for many years but now they are older they love mud cakes so try your recipe – wow what a great cake :) very easy but it took about 2 hours to cook so
would recommend not to cook the cake on the day of the party! My husband who didn't like mud cakes until I made this recipe has now asked me to make one for his birthday in 2 weeks – looks like I'll be making this cake from now on – Thank you very much :)Aphu on August 15, 2012:My cake is crispy on top.. What could be the problem? Micaella on
August 12th, 2012:I been decorating the cake for a while now for friends and family and this is the only first recipe I have ever used, it's perfect! My mom found it when looking for a recipe to make me a birthday cake and it was worth it. Thank you for posting! Micaella on August 12th, 2012:I been decorating the cake for a while now for friends and family and
this is the only first recipe I have ever used, it's perfect! My mom found it when looking for a recipe to make me a birthday cake and it was worth it. Thank you for posting! Ali on July 28, 2012:Hi, I have a white version cake now, I've had it for almost 80 minutes and it's still very juicy in the middle. I'm not sure it's going to cook! Any guess why this happened?
pat on July 18, 2012:hi all!!! Yes I tried this cake on the weekend and wasn't sure of the color of the mud cake, it wasn't as dark and rich as I'd prefer, as for the defenately moist texture.. the cakes are beautifully cut and moist and kosnsis though come out the whole cake, tangling because I have used pre mixes in the past and found them drying out on the
sides and muddy center.. love the concept of this recipe and the fact you can change its great flavor, I have been looking for a recipe that can give my customers who order a celebratory cake a choice of flavors.. in saying this I would love to know if there is any way I can do the marble effect and vortex flavor (rasberry), not sure how this will work as a calm
juicy blend. Any advice from anyone? Back to the mud did anyone find no color mud cake usually, well I think to add cocoa and coffee to the water I make it up to 600 ml ... Can this work? tui on May 14, 2011:I think it can be done with less sugar? too sweet for my taste Tanya on May 10th, 2011:@ Jenz – way back in the beginning it says you can put
fondant on without concern. I wonder if anyone knows if fondant keeps the cake fresher? Kel says that the cake is best eaten a few days, so should the fondant go straight away or will the day be served? Also, is it advisable to buy or make fondant? I'd rather make it, I just don't know if it's something easy to do??? jenz on May 10, 2011:hi just wondering if this
cake is ok to have fondant on it?asked on May 10, 2011:I just cooked this cake, I am by no way a baker of any description and I really don't eat cake (especially chocolate), BUT, my partner (who is the biggest sweet tooth in the world) told me that I should try a piece, which I do and it tastes so good! I don't understand how any of you could possibly go wrong
– if you follow the instructions as they say it would be perfect! I used a square cake pan instead of round one and I overfilled it a bit and it flowed during the cooking process, but it still worked fantastically. I did have to cook it for about 30 minutes longer than the recipe said, but anyone with some cooking ability should know that cooking time and oven vary... I
cook mine at slightly lower temperatures as well (150). Yes it is a juicy recipe as Kel pointed out many times, but if you just let the cake cook it will turn out to be as beautiful as I did. I am very happy with this and I can't wait to try the variety and make an amazing cake for my 30th best friends. Nice kel!!! Kimberley Bee Malloy on May 08, 2011:Hi I tried this
cake but when I tipped it out of the cake tin it was all a mess? do you know why this will, basically ruined, I followed the recipe exactly. The ruined cake still tastes good though. Kayla on May 08, 2011:Very good recipe! It get better when you leave it for a few days. And the chocolate glaze is delicious. I use budget chocolate but would like to try it again with
good quality chocolate - make it :)ana on 06 May 2011:thanks Zoe! Zoe on May 06, 2011:Ana - I've used Galaxy milk chcolate in mine before and it turns out only lovely.ana on May 4, 2011:Is it okay to use milk choc instead of dark choc? I hate dark choc mom maybe it tastes lighter when cooked? Peter on May 03, 2011:Sorry for the delay in my response
back,As I said I made this cake for the Easter long weekend, it took me 3 hours to cook @170c non forced fans!! I let it sit for 6 hours to cool then divide it into two cakes doing all those instructions then letting it sit in airtight for 2 days in the fridge then on the third day I took off the lid and let it get to room temperature... Everyone absolutely loved it and said it
was one of the best mud cakes they had ever eaten :)I'm 24yo and I had to convince all my friends there that I was mad at it lol thanks heaps for this perfect XD recipe.... Tegan on May 01, 2011:Hi I have made this cake as a tester for wedding cake that I have to do in a few weeks, I am not a fan of mud cake myself but this is By far the best I've ever made. I
need to do 8'10' and 12'@ 4'high what the dough mixture will have to be for each cakeCheers:)Caitlin B. on April 28th, 2011:Yum! This looks good FOR SOOOOO!!! I can't wait to give it a try. So I'm clear.. This recipe makes enough dough for one round of 9'?benji 69 on April 27, 2011:please can you tell me how much mixture I need for cake 6, because I'm
not sure it owes me to finish it, and does this cake stack well because I did a 3-level christening cake? Peter on April 21, 2011:After all the great comments I read about this cake I have decided to make this for our family's Easter desert, which looks great in the oven so fare but I rely on baking paper on top of the cake in a silicone square frying pan 9 you may
have to increase the cooking time, so the fare is already in the oven at 170c for 1 hour 40 minutes and looks fantastic :). I couldn't help myself and tasted a little mmmm and mmmm so well :)I'm going to tell you how it turned out after the Easter long weekend. Baker on April 17, 2011:This recipe is AMAZING. Best mudcake I've ever made. You MUST follow
the recipe, I think there is too much water in the recipe as well, but you won't regret it if you do as he says. Use a non-springform cake tin or the mixture will come out. I bake mine at 165 degrees (because my oven tends to burn stuff) for 1 hour 5 minutes and it comes out perfectly. I did cover the top with a piece of baking paper so that it bakes evenly and
prevents cracking. You do need common sense in terms of time because it depends on your oven. Chill your cake before serving as it becomes denser and more mud-like. Enjoy!bim on April 12, 2011:Not a good cake, too much water and really light on choc, a waste of time and money on this one! Caroline on April 10, 2011:This is seriously the BEST CAKE
EVER, ive made it over and over again and it is one that everyone always wants, which is delicious and melts in your mouth :)Nancy on April 06, 2011:Can anyone tell me how high the original cake will bake? Two inches, three inches? Thanksgrace goulding on April 02, 2011:this recipe is fantastic.... it was the most requested and talked about cake I've ever
made!!!! fantastic for tiered cakes covered with fondant as well as small individual desserts. very versatile you can do anything with it. thank you so much for posting it :)grace on April 01, 2011:i have made this cake several times now and never had the problem it was deliciously rich and failed proof. I even had to make a three-level madhatter cake with this
recipe... which eventually became six cakes and 250 ppl is amazing.. my customers love it and I will never use a different recipe again. I have started my own cake and cake printing business and would recommend this cake every time.. THANKYOU SO MUCH XOXOXOXJessica on March 31, 2011:hello,sorry this may have been asked. I want to make this
for my wedding cake. how long does it take to store ice? thank you jessicakristy hallinan on March 30th, March, there, can I make this recipe to fit a large rectangular tin? 11 x 15 x 3can I triple ingrediants? Thankyou:)Jenny on March 24, 2011:Well I just made two and a half batches of this cake, one milk chocolate that I did in a round tin, it took an hour to
cook, the other was dark chocolate and almost finished after just over half an hour. This is the first time I've made a mud cake, in fact I've never even heard it before today.... I had run out of baking paper but decided to just try it without because I just wanted to try the flavor recipe for the birthday cake that I would make next week. The top of the round cake
looked a little cracked, but still much better than the sponge cake I usually turn even in a cold oven. I have to admit when I first put the cake in the oven I wasn't too sure how it was going to change, when I opened it to put the second one in the first it looked pretty much cooked outside but it still wobbled in the middle like it was really raw but it turned out really
good! Can't wait to really taste the cake, I hope the kids and my husband love it so they eat it before me otherwise, this week at the weight watchers ruined! Thanks for the recipe!cassie on March 20, 2011:I am an absolute beginner when it comes to cooking/baking, but my dark choc mud cake and milk turned out amazing! Reading the comments, here's
what I found helpful:- the top line with baking paper made sure it was big enough to cover the edges of the cake when it started to curve/rise – I ended up baking my cake for 2 hours – the tin was cold in the oven so it didn't deflate as quickly – the truffle sauce was too sweet for my cravings, and I used half the amount of icing sugar. One batch is enough for
me to put in the middle of my two cakes, and the top one as well. I ran out of time making glazes.- I made 2 cakes in Thurs: One brought to my husband Fri's work and met with ravishing reviews; others I put in the fridge, covered with fondant on Fridays, and served them on Sundays. That's great - but not as long as the day after. Google gram to cup
conversion if you want to convert the recipe! Faster than reading all these comments. Definitely worth making. Jacqui on March 20, 2011:This cake is very easy to make, I coated the tin twice with baking paper on the sides and bottom, and used a spring pan and no leakage. I also put a piece of baked paper at the top as suggested, so the cake came out
without crusty edges and the top rose perfectly evenly (I wonder if you did this for all the cakes they would go up evenly?) I don't have any fans work in my current oven and I put the temp on 160 c and cook it for 1 1/2 hours, it's still not cooked very well in the middle even thoough skewers come out clean, so now I'm not sure how long to cook it? I tried the
caramelized version, it wasn't really caramelized, more like a white choc cake, but it was still delicious. Thank you, I will try another version. Valerie on March 19, 2011:Thank you so to share this recipe, it must be the best cake I have ever made. My family is very happy. PERFECTION.thanks again. V.Marie on March 17, 2011:This recipe looks so easy, too
easy. I must say that I read ALL the comments and tips before starting the 8th cake experiment (I intend to cook the 14th). I've got a little mix left so make some mud muffins too. This cake is divine. It took about 1 hour to cook 8 cakes and I really couldn't be happier with the result. It seems, as simple as following resep.pam on March 10, 2011:Hello, I would
love to try this recipe can some post what measurements in the cup, etc. I'm sure everyone will appreciate the help. Thank youpam on March 10, 2011:Hello, I would like to try this recipe can post what measurements in a cup, etc. I'm sure everyone will appreciate the help. Thank youSimmone on March 09, 2011:Awesome. I baked this cake for my mom's
60th birthday. I did a white chocolate version, and it was amazing. One comment: You made this? It tasted like a white mud cake that I bought at... Melissa on March 08, 2011:Thank you so much for the recipe. My son is 6yo and I'm having a great time. I only had a small round tin of 9 so when filled to the full, I read a few more posts and realized the second
lead was in order. Both cakes turned out to be perfect and two days later the proof was in the tasting. Make ice with melted chocolate and cream. Unfortunately, it turned out to be a bit lumpy but didn't take anything away from the cake. Sue Yummmmmm on March 05, 2011:What choc piece you used for kueBonnBuster's on March 01, 2011:I Agree with
Jodie. Those who can't get it to work MUST do something wrong. Follow the recipe as it says. Don't add it, don't lose it - just embrace the berdira dough! The only thing I changed, according to people's advice here: Cook longer if not cook in 45 minutes. Mine took 1 hour and 20 minutes. Also, LINE the cans well and put the paper on top of the cake before
you put it in. The first time I bake it, I open and close the oven about 4 times. It didn't even SINK! Amazing.To honest - it feels amazing every day.. no need to wait two :)GOOD LUCK everyone :) You are all welcome to come for a piece. Yes. No, not really:) Jodie Andary on February 28th, 2011:I should write to ALL those who have failed on this recipe.......
You must have done something wrong because I made the cake professionally and I used this recipe and I get the most amazing comments. Everyone has a different oven, so use your common sense!!! Also, do not forget that mud cakes need to be settled so do not eat them right away, usually two days is enough This is the best mud cake recipe ever. Bec
on February 26, 2011:Hi, I wanted to try making a cake for my 60th father and I was spotted using caramel mud for the cake. I've used fondant icing one before but put Marizpan under it. Do you recommend using truffle ice and then fondant or should have to if using this ice style? Also – how long will this cake be stored in the freezer so I can make it forward
and just have the decorations to do closer to the day?gina on February 22, 2011:i love to recip your mud cake!!!!!!! BonnBuster on February 14, 2011:So, I continued this after baking the most amazing mud cake ever in my life!!! When I went to the supermarket to buy baking paper, I decided to get a non-springform cake tin. I found the most fantastic 6 23cm
tall non-stick frying pan. Once I lined up and filled it with a delicious dark chocolate-flavored mixture, it cam up about 2/3 side of the pan. I'm SO glad I got that tin. I had to bake it for an hour and 25 minutes. Skewers come out clean with some crumbs. The wobble is slippery to the top of the cake - but hardens perfectly once cooled. It is SO, SO, SO beautiful!
I'm in Australia - once used, Lighthouse SR Flour (which is labelled for cakes, biscuits, pastries) + a mix of Nestle Dark Melts and Lindt 70% choc cooking - just add a few pieces of Lindt and a whole 375g melt bag). Everything else fits the recipe. As for mixing, I use my Chef Kenwood with whisk at the lowest setting of 1 -3. I have no problem with the
ingredients flying from the side of the bowl. The quantity of this cake gets to the top of the whisk, but it's not at all a problem. Now that my test cake is complete, I am looking forward to baking a REAL cake for my friend. Kel, what's going on? thank you so much for this recipe. You're going to make a generation of people, very, very happy. I'm really grateful.
Best regards and blessings :)BBBonnBuster on February 14, 2011:COMMENTS LOL Bea (17 months ago):One small mistake – I've never had a mud cake before so didn't realize how rich it was, so managed to reach the size scale of how much you need for a regular sponge for 30 people. She weighed 5.5kg in the end! So many cakes! I think I'm a bit slow
not to stop and think it's a bit much when measuring... oh well, who doesn't like cake?! I have all the ingredients except for baking paper!! Argh!!! Forgot to pick up my shopping list and that's the only thing I forgot. Have to go to the shops first and then bake the cake within a few hours. I CAN'T WAIT!!!! I'm going to surprise my girlfriend with this cake. She is
34 and has never had a homemade birthday cake for any of her Birthdays - all her life. Go fill/coat it with chocolate and boiled pineapple ganache and then cover with chocolate ganache and sour cream. Then cover the cake section with large blue and green flowers (Hydrangeas and some large petal flowers). Normally I would put cherries and brown leaves,
but since this is year and she never had a cake with a traditional homemade finish, I would do it with some flowers. He'll be hooked! :) Yay!! Cynthia on February 08, 2011:I made this for a 120th joint birthday party (60+ 60). Sometimes I dissolve instant coffee into water which seems to increase the chocolate buzz. Have you ever tried on February 05, 2011:I i
will try to make this cake for my amazing fiancée for Valentine's Day.. fingers crossed turned out to be delicious because it sounded :)issy on January 29, 2011:hi I'm making a cake right now and I was wondering if you put water in at once or gradually??? Nicole on January 29, 2011:hi again, this cake is indeed getting denser as time goes by even a week
later the cake is very good. will use this recipe for wedding cake, will try the white one this weekend. have put a piece n freezer and will take it out this week and see how it comes out of the freezer. Ila on January 28, 2011:By far the best choc cake I've ever made! I was quite worried about the juicy mix but my boys were glad I followed the recipe properly.
Kudos and thank you very much!!!! Minnie on January 27, 2011:My boyfriend and I made this for my birthday this month, and it was FANTASTIC!! We've never eaten anything like this before, seriously!!! So thank you so much for sharing your experience and amazing recipes!! Big Kisses (^3^)/xxxKathy olsen on January 23, 2011:Can I freeze this cake and
then add truffles and ice? I have a party and will be very busy until that day and would like to do as much preparation as possiblePaul on January 22, 2011:When making any product, Don't worry about budject, because cheap cakes taste cheap &amp; Wicked Spend an extra $2 or $3 and enjoy itLIFES TO SHORT TO EAT CHEAP CAKE!!! Also, (Nicole)
changing/Replacing Dark choc with Milk Choc or white choc WILL NOT change the cake. Is the mixture still juicy enough? I USE NESTLE PLAISTOWE CHOCOLATE(all, white, milk &amp; dark for all cooking investigations) Dark has a 70% high coco content, Gota likes it)I'm in the VIC countryside, it's hard to get things at the best time. If icing the cake with
iced chocolate/ganashe in a moist area, i'ld will use a refridgerator. (I already had a cake (not tied) in the fridge before I started, as the cool cake helped set the ice faster, BUT everything was ready to go) Hopefully this helps someone... Paul on January 22nd, 2011:Hey Guys, I am a pasrty Chef with 7 years under my beltI Living in Aust, and I am not beleave
that US OR AUS SR Flour is differentI USE AND RECOMMEND LIGHTHOUSE brand flour (you should be able to find this in your supermarket all over wear)CHECK OUT on January 21, 2011:Hi Kel,Can you suggest – I live in Singapore, it's hot &amp; humid here, it's hot &amp;amp; humid here I want to bake and fill on Thursdays, ice with fondant on
Fridays and parties on Saturdays. Would you suggest I cool my cake before the ice? Will it affect fondant? Receive for your help &amp;amp; thanks for the ann.vanessa recipe on January 19th, 2011:how do i adapt this recipe to make tam mudcake team?any idea??? Marissa on January 18, 2011:Is the flour rising alone in Australia the same as you get here
in the US? I've been wanting to try these recipes for a long time, but was afraid to be just in case they were not the same. Also, what % chocolate chocolate You recommend? Nicole on January 17, 2011:Hi I made this and didn't feel solid at all, it was almost like choc cake instead of mud, did I do something wrong or just the way it was? I do half dark and half
milk choc maybe that makes a difference? also i use cooking choc, should i not? thank youAnnika on January 08, 2011:Hi! I hope this is the right recipe for An Australian mud cake. I ate a piece of mud cake when I was in Australia 12 1/2 years ago and I love it! I hope I can make this mud cake for my birthday next week. I promise I'll tell you how it turned out!
Thanks for this recipe! AnnikaMaree on January 03, 2011:MaraWhen I made this cake for my son's engagement. I baked it on Tuesday, covered it with ganache and fondant on Thursday for the party on Saturday and it was very beautiful and humid. I have no problem doing the same for marriage. It seems that as others have said before, it gets better with
age. Jay on January 02, 2011:I made this mud cake today with my son and I just wanted to thank Kel – it was delicious! It's only the second time I've made a mud cake (I'm a pommie, lol) but it went beyond my first attempt without a doubt. I have to admit very unsure about using 600ml of water but decided to go with it. My fears are unfounded. Unlike other
posters I found the cake cooked perfectly in 45 minutes (although I used a rectangular tin compared to a round one). Stay tuned to try it with orange juice next time. Thanks once again for sharing.jane on December 29, 2010:hey just tried her recipe and really goodRachel on December 23, 2010:Fab recipe, has made it many times now and gets so much
praise on it. I'm going to use a recipe for my friends' wedding cake next year! Everyone who says they leave water etc. does not, believe the recipe, it really works really well!! Just cook until you touch the top and firm it to the touch and you can't feel the air bubbles of squid like mousse. Great recipe, thanks! Mara on December 22, 2010:Hi, just wondering if
this is covered fondant for wedding cake, how long does it take? Think about trying it out tonight to test the family over Christmas! :)Sarah on December 19, 2010:WOW – definitely the best mud cake ever! I had to cook it for a little longer than said, but the results were fantastic! 10 other people at work I agreed that it was the best mud cake they had ever
tasted, and I couldn't believe how easy it was. Definitely recommended! Kasey on 11 2010:I made this cake for my husband's birthday earlier this month and just like the truffle in the middle I also put a layer of whipped cream! That's the BEST mud cake recipe I've ever tasted!!! I'm going to make a caramel and white chocolate version now for the birthdays of
other family members. congratulations on the perfect recipe :-)Jewelbar on December 09, 2010:This cake is fantastic - don't be surprised if you have to bake it for more than 45 minutes, minutes, It's very juicy &amp; I keep checking every 15 minutes with a skewer until it's finished... the last time I cooked it, I had to double the amount of time that was in the
oven. Never less, this is the best chocolate cake I have ever eaten. And ULTRAMOIST! YUMMO, WHAT'S GOING ON? YUMMO, WHAT'S GOING ON?
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